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Pyr, 2012. Book Condition: New. Brand New, Unread Copy in Perfect Condition. A+ Customer
Service! Summary: PRAISE FOR QUANTUM COIN "Not just a great YA novel, Quantum Coin is a great
science fiction novel in general. There is an abundance of heart and science to go around." -SF
Signal "[Quantum Coin] ups the ante for fantasy fans everywhere, without letting other elements of
the story wither. The romantic tension throughout highlights the maturation of the characters.
Unlike many sequels, this one wraps up loose ends in a satisfactory fashion." -RT Book Reviews,
Four stars (Compelling - Page-turner) PRAISE FOR FAIR COIN "Warning: This Book is Pure Awesome
Crack. Tired of cookie-cutter young-adult novels'. [Fair Coin] achieves the feat of seeming like a
dark fairy tale and a clever science fiction epic rolled into one. It's a fast-moving book full of twists
and cool character moments and is definitely ideal for adults who miss the days of engaging, idea-
driven science fiction." - io9 "Funny, flirtatious, and unexpectedly poignant, Fair Coin takes the
phrase 'be careful what you wish for' and runs with it. A stand-out debut from an author to watch."
- Lauren McLaughlin, author of Scored "[A] well-written, fast-paced, EPIC...
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ReviewsReviews

Without doubt, this is the best job by any writer. It is amongst the most incredible ebook i have got study. You may like how the author write this
publication.
-- Dr. Brendon Kautzer II-- Dr. Brendon Kautzer II

This ebook is great. It can be rally intriguing throgh studying time period. Your lifestyle period is going to be convert as soon as you full looking over this
ebook.
-- Stanton Connelly-- Stanton Connelly
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